IAG’s Superb Signature Auction–Sale 88
AG’s next major Signature Auction –
Sale 88, being held on Sunday September 23rd, is set to be another amazing sale. IAG believe it will be one of the
best they have ever held! With 4 high-

I

light lots alone estimated at almost $1
Million and total estimates at double
that, Sale 88 is an event that every
serious collector should ensure they don’t
miss!

Just One of the many rare Pre Decimal and Decimal Specimen notes.

The Finest Known Holey Dollar 1805. Estimated at $500,000.

Part of the Collection of Rare British Crowns.

Catalogues will be available in early
September. The auction will be online to
view and bid on from the 9th of September
via IAG’s website www.iagauctions.com.
Eleven larger collections and over 50
individual vendors comprise IAG’s Sale
88, but the four individual key highlights
that have everyone talking are the finest
known Holey Dollar and Adelaide Pound
Type II along with a consecutive pair of
20 Pounds Collins-Allen in gEF/aUNC.
These stand out as some of the very best
individual items to come to auction in
recent years. The quality has to be seen
to be believed, and they have already
attracted significant attention from collectors and dealers from around the globe.
Other key highlights include a superb
Proof Sovereign 1893M, which in virtually perfect proof state is not only very
rare, but is also one of the nicest gold
Proofs to ever hit the market. Estimated
at $40,000, it is sure to attract significant
interest. A very rare Type 7 Kookaburra
Penny is likewise a standout rare piece

Type 7 Kookaburra Penny. Estimated at $38,000.

in superior grade for this issue. This is
estimated at only $38,000, a mere
fraction of the original purchase price!
A Holey Dollar 1813 (1807/10) is a
fantastic, approachable coin for those
searching for an example of this rare
Colonial issue. In nice average aFine/
Fine grade, the coin has good details
and nice obverse countermarks, and
estimated at $75,000.
Banknote highlights include two rare
George V Specimens - a 10 Shillings and
1 Pound Riddle-Sheehan. There are
also a number of Pre Federation issued
and Specimen notes including two 100
Pounds, three Hay Internment Camps
issue including one Specimen, a good selection of Specimens with eight in Decimal, a selection of NPA Trial polymer
notes along with a great selection of Misprinted Banknotes. Other items of note
include a $20 Coombs-Randall pair
graded GEM UNC 66 EPQ, a selection
of Decimal and Predecimal Starnotes
including a rare 5 Pound with mismatched serial numbers, a 10 Shillings
1942 Million Serials, First and Last Prefixes, Decimal and so much more!
Other significant coin highlights include a number of Pre Decimal Proofs,
including a 1930 Halfpenny, one of only
three known and reduced significantly
to meet the market, along with a 1935

Halfpenny and Penny pair, a single 1935
Halfpenny, Pennies of 1919, 1938, 1944Y,
1948 and more. A collection of Copper
includes key issues from 1914, 1915,
1915H, 1918, 1925, 1931 drop 1 and
1933/2 – all in Ch.UNC or better. There
are also two 1930 Pennies, an 1852 Adelaide Pound Type II in EF, a number of
1923 Halfpennies, a 1922/1 Overdate
Threepence, and a large quantity of gold,
silver and copper Pre Decimal issues in
high grade with many PCGS graded.
Just to round out the superb offerings
are some rare and highly interesting MisStrikes, including a double “Tails” Penny
and a George V full brockage Penny, along
with a number of decimal mis-strikes
including a Baby Proof set with a uniface $1. There is a fantastic selection of
British coins including a number of
Crowns from 1551 on, as well as Gold
issues including several sets, a superb selection of World Gold, Silver and Copper
issues including a Jamaica counterstamp
on a Pillar 8 Reales, Proclamation coins,
Internments Camps, Decimal, Mint Products, unreserved, estate, bulk lots and so
much more!
Bidding for Sale 88 opens on 9 th
September 2018. Go to IAG’s website
www.iagauctions.com for more information, free catalogues, and to view every lot
in high resolution. You can also contact

IAG direct on - Phone (07) 55 380 300 –
Email mail@iagauctions.com for any
printed catalogue subscriptions, to securely and discreetly consign lots for upcoming sales, or for any further auction
information.
✩ ✩ ✩

Proof 1919 Penny.
Estimated at $25,000.

A Nice 1807 Holey Dollar Estimated at $75,000.

$1 1966 Coombs-Wilson AAA (First prefix issued) with1 Million Serial numbers. Possibly the
first ever Decimal Million Serial-numbered note. Estimated at $2500.

Superb 1893M Proof Sovereign
Estimated at $40,000.

Source: The Australasian Coin & Banknote Magazine - September 2018

